Useless Existence Is Ended As Frustrated Hawk Shaw Leaps Lingeringly Off Ledge

Voo Doo Mentor Repeating Trick Gets Second Hit On The Knoodle

Despairing of ever being able to put out a publication worthy of Technology minds, Hawk Shaw, brush-headed "mentor" of Voo Doo, that filthy rag which earlier this week caused him to perpetrate itself upon 609 unsuspecting freshmen as the disastrous price of $4.22 per copy, yesterday afternoon climbed out upon the ledge of Walker Memorial outside the manhole and after leaving a word for victory, left for another world.

With the note, "Day was gonna have another investigation. I couldn't ha stood it," R. Stetson S., the feline's friend, jumped from the ledge and landed head first a few minutes later on the pavement below. The pavement is now being repaired.

In spite of repeated admonitions by his erstwhile sweetheart, Miss Mary Edgerton of South Boston, who was brought quickly to the scene of the tragedy by Shaw's colleagues on his "publication" who feared for the life of the poor old machine without its spark plug, Robert S. S., remained adamant in his determination to end it all. With police and members of Shaw's colleagues on the scene of the tragedy by Shaw's colleagues on the campus of too Doo, that filthy rag which earlier this week caused them to perpetrate itself upon 609 unsuspecting freshmen as the disastrous price of $4.22 per copy, yesterday afternoon climbed out upon the ledge of Walker Memorial outside the manhole and after leaving a word for victory, left for another world.

Although it will be necessary to relinquish the use of the football field for the next few years, it will be possible to play indoors after the completion of the new structure on the Technology campus a huge hangar for experimentation with lighter-than-air craft. To be built of reinforced concrete and designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, the new structure promises to be a definite permanent addition to the Institute plant.

Close upon the heels of Dr. Compton's announcement that Technology needed a building for a permanent gymnasium came the report from Washington last night that the Advisory Council on Aeronautics had obtained an appropriation to build on the Technology campus a huge hangar for experimentation with lighter-than-air craft. To be built of reinforced concrete and designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, the new structure promises to be a definite permanent addition to the Institute plant.

Although it will be necessary to relinquish the use of the football field for the next few years, it will be possible to play indoors after the completion of the new structure on the Technology campus a huge hangar for experimentation with lighter-than-air craft. To be built of reinforced concrete and designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, the new structure promises to be a definite permanent addition to the Institute plant.